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Spokesman named amid reorganization
SIUC grad assumes
part of former leader
Sue Davis’ duties
Brandon Weisenberger
DAILY EGYPTIAN

SIUC has a new spokesman after the
first phase of an overhaul in the campus’
communication department, which has
recently been criticized for not having a
marketing plan during a time of plummeting enrollment.

Rod Sievers, 51, takes over the public primary marketing tool — could be on
relations duties previously held for 15 Dunn’s desk by Wednesday, said Mike
years by Sue Davis, the former executive Ruiz, communications director for the
director of Media and Communication Office of the President.
Resources, Interim Chancellor John
A report by the higher educaDunn said Monday.
tion marketing firm
“I’ll tell it like it is,”
SimpsonScarborough
To see the marketing in the fall semessaid Sievers, who earned
report, log onto
a radio-television degree
ter called for the reorwww.siuDE.com.
from SIUC in 1977.
ganization of Media
Davis departed the posiand
Communication
tion in December to analyze how popular Resources, also calling it a public relations
social Web sites such as Facebook can be office that is not an effective marketing
used to market the university.
operation.
A plan to revamp Media and
“Contributing to this issue is the lack
Communication Resources — SIUC’s of clear campus priorities, messages and

focus on key audiences,” the report stated.
Ruiz, who is temporarily serving in
Davis’ former post, was tasked at the end
of the fall semester with developing a
new setup for the department. He said he
is deciding how to position the 20-plus
Media and Communication Resources
staff.
“I’m trying to build something that
will last,” Ruiz said. “I’m just trying to put
people in the right slot.”
The department consists of several
writers, photographers, graphic designers

Rod Sievers

• Named new
university
spokesman
• 1977 SIUC
graduate
• Former WSIL-TV
news anchor

See SPOKESMAN, Page 5

SIUC to pay
increased
electric bill
$2 million rise
expected over
next two years
Joe Crawford
DAILY EGYPTIAN

See ELECTRIC, Page 5

D U VALE R ILEY ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Freddie Navarro, Moe’s Southwest Grill assistant manager, prepares to make a customer’s order Monday evening at Quall’s strip mall
located at 715 N. Giant City Rd.

Strip mall offers ink, Internet, ‘Ugly Naked Guy’
Brandon Augsburg

nesses move in. He said the mall is
in the enterprise zone, which offers
certain tax benefits to businesses,
The Qualls strip mall on and that several prospective tenants
Carbondale’s east side has started are considering renting space in the
to fill up with three spaces already strip mall.
occupied and a fourth business on
With menu items such as “The
the way.
Ugly Naked Guy” and “Moo Moo
Moe’s
Southwest
Grill, Mr. Cow,” Moe’s, which opened Jan.
Cartridge World and Clear Wave 11, is poised to be the anchor of the
Communications are the first three strip mall.
tenants of the strip mall, located
Rob Ralston, Moe’s general
at 715 N. Giant City Rd. across manager, said the namesake of the
from the Ramada Inn. Fujiyama restaurant is an enigma, but the
Restaurant is the
restaurant’s idenfourth business and
tity comes from its
second restaurant If somebody came in
service and food.
to rent space in the and asked me, ‘Who is
“If
somemall, though it is
body came in and
not yet open and Moe?’, I’m like Moe is a
asked me, ‘Who
no opening date has way of life.
is Moe?’, I’m like
been announced.
Moe is a way of
— Rob Ralston
Strip mall owner Moe’s Southwest Grill general manager life,” Ralston said.
Wayne
Qualls
From the bright
said construction on the site began paint on the walls to the self-serve
about a year ago and the individual salsa bar, featuring salsa’s from mild
spaces are being finished as busi- to spicy, customers entering the resDAILY EGYPTIAN

“

taurant are inundated with Moe’s
way of life.
Moe’s, a national franchise, also
has fresh food in stock and offers
vegetarian and tofu dishes as well as
the traditional southwestern staples
— beef and chicken. The restaurant is a combination of fast food
and sit-down dining, and Ralston
said the employees bus tables and
re-fill drinks when they are not
too busy.
But Ralston, a 2001 SIUC
graduate, said Moe’s is about more
than just food service.
“We see the big picture,” he
said. “We’re not here to just sponge
off the town, we really want to be
involved in the community.”
Moe’s and its parent company
— Raving Brands — contribute
large donations to The National
Center for Missing and Exploited
Children, which tries to stop child
abduction and abuse. Ralston said
he wants to organize fundraisers in
the future that would assist children
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SIUC’s checkbook is about to
take a severe hit.
Phil Gatton, director of Plant and
Service Operations at SIUC, said the
university would see an 18 percent
increase in its electricity bill in 2007
and a similar increase next year.
By 2008, the annual cost of electricity to SIUC is expected to increase
from about $6 million to $8 million.
A 10-year freeze on Illinois electricity rates expired Jan. 1, leading to
increases across the state.
In an attempt to keep costs down,
Gatton said SIUC recently joined a
5-university consortium that buys its
electricity in bulk.
The
cooperative
includes
SIUC, Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville, Illinois State University,
Western Illinois University and
Eastern Illinois University.
The group recently entered into a
two-year contract with MidAmerican
Energy Company. Gatton said the
fixed-rate contract would help the
university avoid the unpredictable
rises and falls of the electricity market.
“Every day electricity rates
change,” he said.
Before buying from MidAmerican,
the university bought electricity from
Ameren CIPS, which supplies electricity for much of Illinois, including
the Carbondale area.
Gatton said if the university stayed
with Ameren, rates would have likely
increased by 50 to 60 percent.
Erica Abbett, a spokesperson for
Ameren, said Carbondale residents
would see an increase of about 40
percent on their first 2007 bill. She
said that translates to about $26 per
month for an average household.
Interim Chancellor John Dunn
said the increasing cost of utilities is a
major concern of the university.
He said the university has worked
to combat rising costs by purchasing
hybrid vehicles that conserve gas and
replacing older lighting systems with
more efficient ones.

in southern Illinois.
The strip mall’s other franchise,
Cartridge World, specializes in
refilling empty ink cartridges for
small businesses and retail customers.
Store owner Paul Roth said customers can either trade their empty
cartridges for a re-filled one or wait
up to an hour to have theirs refilled
for about half the price of buying a
new cartridge.
See MALL, Page 5
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SIUC student hurt in hit-and-run

Men’s basketball vs.
Northern Iowa
• 8:05 p.m. today at the SIU Arena
• Tickets prices range from $12 to $20 for
adults and $8 to $20 for high school and
younger depending on seat location, SIU
student admission is free with a valid SIU
Student ID
• Tickets are available for purchase at the
SIU Ticket Office in Lingle Hall from 8
a.m. – 4 p.m. Monday through Friday and
at the SIU Arena ticket booth one hour
before tip-off
• Contact Julie Beck at 618-453-5153 for
information on group discounts

Pre- health Professions
Association (PPA)
• 7 p.m. today in Life Science III, Room 1051
• First meeting of the semester
• All Pre-health students welcome

Another SIUC student became a victim of a hit-and-run just off campus early
Sunday.
According to a police report, Emerson Stepp, a 21-year-old junior from Beecher
City in architectural studies, was struck by a vehicle heading west on East Grand
Avenue at about 2:43 a.m. Sunday.
The vehicle, identified as a small red compact, ran a red light at the intersection
of South Wall Street and East Grand Avenue, according to the report.
Stepp was taken by ambulance to the Memorial Hospital of Carbondale and later
airlifted to a St. Louis hospital, according to the report.
David Metzelaars, a student at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, said he
was with Stepp at a party in the Creekside apartment complex, located on South
Wall Street, before the crash.
Metzelaars said Stepp called him at 2:13 a.m. after the two had left the party
separately.
“He just wanted to make sure I would make it home all right,” he said.
Stepp suffered severe bruising and a concussion, but did not have any broken
bones and is expected to leave the hospital today, Metzelaars said.
Anyone with information should call the Carbondale Police Department at (618)
457-3200 or Carbondale SIU Crime Stoppers at 618-549-2677.

POLICE REPORTS
University

Dance tryouts

• 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. today, Wednesday and
Thursday at the Student Center, forth floor
Video Lounge
• Call 618-536-6300 for more information

SIUC Shinkendo
(raigetsu dojo) practice
• 8:30 to 10 p.m. Wednesday and 10 a.m. to
noon Saturday at the Recreation Center
•Admission open to all, no previous training required, wear loose clothing
• Contact Kevin Taylor at 217-259-4396
or Christian Peacock at 217-273-6526 for
more information

at 6:30 p.m. Thursday at Lawson Hall.
There are no suspects at this time.

Wesley Dean Stoffel, 24, of Willisville
was arrested and charged with driving
under the influence of alcohol, reckless
driving, disobeying a stop sign, motor
vehicle accident property damage
and leaving the scene of an accident
at 2:06 a.m. Saturday at Lincoln Drive
and Normal Avenue. Stoffel posted his
driver’s license plus a personal recognizance bond.

Carbondale
Criminal damage to property was
reported at 6:30 p.m. Thursday at Lot 80.
There are no suspects at this time.
Timothy R. Boyd, 21, of Carbondale
was arrested and charged with criminal
damage to state property at 9:51 a.m.
Thursday on Evergreen Terrace. Boyd was
transported to Jackson County Jail.

A theft of under $300 was reported

CORRECTIONS
If you spot an error, please contact the DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311,
ext. 253.

National Association
of Black Journalists
• 5 p.m. Wednesday at the
Communications Building, Room 1244
• First general meeting of the year
• Contact Gina Ford at 773-793-8976 for
more information
•Time and day changed from previous
announcement

Law School
Admission Test (LSAT)
Preparation Program
• 8 to 3:30 p.m. January 27 and 28,
February 3 and 4
• Cost for this program is $325 and all
materials are included
• For more information contact the SIUCDivision of Continuing Education at
618-536-7751

AccuWeather 5-Day Forecast for Carbondale
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Applications up, enrollment still unknown

DAILY EGYPTIAN

Three people hoping to change
the direction of the Carbondale
Park District Board announced
their campaigns for commissioner seats Monday night at the
Carbondale Civic Center.
James Fralish, Scott Ollar and
Carmen Suarez kicked off their
individual campaigns together to
applause from a group of more
than 20 supporters.
“For us, the park district is the
heart of the community,” Suarez
said.
She highlighted the many uses
of the parks, whether it be having
a cookout with friends or taking
children to play.
“Many of us do these things
almost unconsciously and don’t
realize what it means for our life,”
she said.
All three expressed a hope
that should they all be elected
to a commissioner position, they
could bring both individual ideas

and group ideas to the board for
change.
“We’re hoping to put fresh
blood on the board,” Ollar said.
“That will bring fresh ideas, fresh
concepts and hopefully bring a
new personality to the board.”
The group said their experiences as members of the community as well as work in communityminded organizations are what will
enable them to be assets on the
park board. Fralish is a retired SIU
forestry faculty member and was a
founding member of Carbondale
Soccer, Inc., while Ollar is in his
second term as Carbondale Soccer,
Inc.’s president and runs a reconstruction and remodeling company.
Suarez is the coordinator for diversity and equity at SIU and is currently a member of the Carbondale
Park District finance committee.
The trio took questions from
the audience and discussed topics
ranging from a swimming pool in
Carbondale to the much-debated
proposed sale of Hickory Lodge,to
the idea of a skate park for the

community.
Their ideas regarding the topics
centered around two main ideas
— communication between the
city and the park district and fiscal
responsibility.
“The possibility of the two
talking is kind of nice,” Ollar said.
“If you can’t control your money,
you can’t control anything.”
Fralish expressed his need to run
for a commissioner position by telling the audience of a trip he made
to Evergreen Park with his grandchildren. He said the picnic tables
were unvarnished and unattended,
with one in the lake accompanying
a fence in the water. Other areas
of the park had become overgrown
and were a liability, he said.
“The park district needs to be
responsible to the people of the
community,” Fralish said. “Lately,
it seems to have gone its own way.
The commissioners haven’t been
particularly responsible.”
alicia_wade@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 258

6,233
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

9, 075
2005

2007

Full numbers not yet available

2005 2006

9, 113

With so much competition,
Dunn said it is important to make
sure enough financial support is available for students.
Financial Aid director Billie Jo
Hamilton said $203 million in financial aid was processed last year.
Approximately 52.8 percent of
financial aid came from federal funds,
12.5 percent came from state programs and 6.1 percent came from
private donors, she said. The remaining 28.6 percent was made up of
university funds.
Carmen Suarez, interim assistant
vice chancellor for enrollment management, said personal contact is also
an important factor in persuading students to attend SIUC once they have
applied.
Suarez said student workers call
applicants to determine where SIUC

8,538

percent for fall 2006, and Dunn said
university officials are watching to see
if the same will be true when spring
enrollment numbers are released next
week.
Dunn said spring enrollment is
traditionally lower than in the fall
semester because of graduation and
students leaving the university for personal reasons.
There is also a decrease in offcampus students, Dunn said. Offcampus students are involved in SIUC
programs delivered to 34 different
military cites in 18 states.
“Soldiers are less inclined to make a
commitment thinking that they might
get pulled out again,” Dunn said.
An enrollment decrease in recent
years could be attributed to competition from private, public and proprietary universities, Dunn said.

6,925

FALL ONLY

— Carmen Suarez
interim assistant vice chancellor for enrollment management

Candidates announce campaign for
park district board commissoner
Alicia Wade

FULL YEAR

6,835

and engage them in a personal conversation and say
‘We want you here,’ and, ‘What can we do to get you
here?’.

Total freshman applications

7,832

SIUC is seeing an increase in applications for fall 2007, but that doesn’t
mean enrollment will get a boost, said
Interim Chancellor John Dunn.
A total of 6,925 applications has
been received from incoming freshman as of Jan. 8 — a 10 percent
increase from the same time period
for fall 2006.
“We’re very pleased about that, but
we have a lot of work to do,” Dunn
said.
He said the increase in applications
does not always translate to an increase
in enrollment.
“These numbers are always troubling to us because we don’t get too
excited about much of anything until
we see what the numbers look like
when we get to the fall,” Dunn said.
In addition, the university has
received applications from 1,157
transfer students and about 70 students seeking re-entry, he said.
While transfer numbers are
down, they are more than offset by
the increase in freshman applications,
Dunn said.
Enrollment was down by about 2

“
“Our
job is to try to reach out to them in a personal way

8,112

DAILY EGYPTIAN

11,247

Sarah Lohman

2006

Source: SIUC OFFICE OF RECORDS AND REGISTRATION

falls on their college preference list and
ask students what the university can
do to make SIUC their first choice.
“Our job is to try to reach out to
them in a personal way and engage
them in a personal conversation and

say ‘We want you here,’ and, ‘What
can we do to get you here?’” Suarez
said.
sarah_lohman@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 255

www.

siuDE

.com
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WIRE REPORTS

WASHINGTON

Supreme Court
strikes down
sentencing law
WA S H I N G TO N (AP) —The Supreme
Court struck down California’s sentencing
law Monday, a decision that could mean
shorter sentences for thousands of state
prisoners.
The 6-3 ruling in Cunningham v.
California effectively shaves four years off
the 16-year sentence of a former police
officer who was convicted of sexually
abusing his son.
It’s the latest in a series of high court
rulings over the past seven years that limits judges’ discretion in sentencing defendants. The court has held repeatedly that
a judge may not increase a defendant’s
sentence based on factors that were not
determined by a jury.
California had argued that a 2005 state
Supreme Court decision interpreting the
state’s Determinate Sentencing Law effectively brought the state into compliance
with the U.S. high court’s rulings. The law
instructs judges to sentence inmates to
the middle of three options, unless factors exist that justify the shorter or longer
prison term.

NEW YORK

Pfizer to lay off
10,000, close plants
N E W YO R K (AP) — Pfizer Inc., struggling with fierce competition from makers
of generic drugs, announced Monday it
will cut 10,000 jobs and close at least five
facilities to slash its annual costs by up to
$2 billion by next year.
It’s the second time in two years the
maker of Viagra and Lipitor has announced
a major cost-reduction plan to combat
the loss of about $14 billion in revenues
this year because of expiring patents. The
company is at risk of losing 41 percent of its
sales to generic competition between 2010
and 2012, according to Prudential analyst
Tim Anderson.
The latest cuts come on top of a previously announced plan to cut costs by
$4 billion a year by 2008. The 10,000 layoffs amount to about 10 percent of the
company’s global work force and include
the elimination of 2,200 jobs from the U.S.
sales force, which Pfizer announced late
last year.

CONNECTICUT

Ex-choir director
admits to child porn
possession
B R I D G E P O R T, Conn. (AP) — The
former music director of a church where
former President Bush once worshipped
pleaded guilty on Monday to possessing
child pornography.
Robert F. Tate, 64, of Greenwich, admitted possessing between 150 and 300
pornographic images of children, some
engaging in sexually explicit conduct.
Prosecutors said some children in the
images were younger than 12 years old.
Tate was the longtime music director
of Christ Church in Greenwich, where former President George H.W. Bush attended
while growing up. Funeral services for his
parents were held there.
Tate faces up to 10 years in prison and
a $250,000 fine when he is sentenced
April 12.

CHICAGO

Three U.S. airlines
raise more fares by
$5 each way
C H I C AG O (AP) — Following the
lead of United Airlines, several U.S. airlines
over the weekend raised some fares by $5
each way.
That marked the second $5 fare
increase imposed by major airlines in
2007. Earlier, UAL Corp.’s United led a fare
increase on a broader range of domestic
flights.
In the most recent increase, Elk Grove
Villaged-based United on Friday raised
ticket prices on domestic fares for flights
longer than 1,000 miles, with American
Airlines, a unit of AMR Corp. and Delta Air
Lines Inc., matching United’s increases in
most markets.

News

Bush’s State of the Union challenge:
show he can work with Congress
Ben Feller
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WA S H I N G T O N
—
President Bush will tell Americans
Tuesday night he has important
plans for health care, education and
other kitchen table topics that have
little to do with Iraq. Yet if the
state of the union is strong, so is
the nation’s skepticism that he can
deliver.
For the first time, Bush will give
his State of the Union address with
Democrats in power and looking
over his shoulder — literally, with
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi seated right behind him. Most people
have no confidence that Bush and
a Democratic Congress can solve
problems together, a troubling
sentiment that has only deepened
since the November election, an
Associated Press-AOL News poll
finds.
The 8 p.m. CST speech is a
chance for Bush to pull his domestic
agenda out from the shadow of the
Iraq war, if only briefly. So Bush will
focus on issues he hopes will appeal
to mainstream America — and to
Democrats on Capitol Hill, shifting
pressure onto them to govern.
“He’s got to be convincing, so
that the American people believe
that he’s serious about working in a
bipartisan way,” said Charlie Black,
a longtime Republican strategist
and informal White House adviser.
“If there’s one headline they’d like to
have out of this, that would be it.”
The president is expected to
address:

M IKE H ASKEY ~ M C C LATCHEY -TRIBUNE

President George W. Bush greets soldiers in Fort Benning, Ga., on Jan. 11. Bush is scheduled to
present his State of the Union address today at 8 a.m. CST.
• Health care: Bush will propose a tax deduction of $7,500 for
individuals and $15,000 for families
regardless of whether they buy their
own health insurance or receive
medical coverage at work. Health
care insurance would be considered taxable income, and people
with more generous policies could
face tax increases unless they change
plans.
• Energy: Bush is expected to
call for a sharp escalation of cornbased ethanol as a gasoline blend.
He also may seek the power to

Iran bars nuke
inspectors from
entering country
Nasser Karimi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TEH RAN, Iran — Iran has
barred 38 nuclear inspectors
on a United Nations list from
entering the country, the foreign minister said Monday in
what appeared to be retaliation
for the U.N. sanctions imposed
last month.
The rejected officials are on
a list of potential inspectors
drawn up by the International
Atomic Energy Agency to
visit and monitor Iran’s nuclear
facilities.
“The act of rejecting some
inspectors is legal and in
accordance with the agency’s
regulations,” Foreign Minister
Manouchehr Mottaki told the
official Islamic Republic News
Agency. He said others on the
U.N. nuclear watchdog’s list
remain eligible, but did not
explain how Iran decided which
inspectors to bar.
The IAEA “submits a long
list of inspectors to member
countries and the countries have
the right to oppose the visit by
some inspectors,” Mottaki said.
Last month, the U.N.
Security Council imposed limited trade sanctions on Iran
over its refusal to cease uranium
enrichment, a process that can
produce the material for nuclear energy or bombs.
Days later, the Iranian par-

liament passed a motion that
obliged the government to
revise its cooperation with the
IAEA, but gave it a free hand
to determine the steps to be
taken.
IAEA spokeswoman Melissa
Fleming and other agency
officials did not immediately
return after-hours calls from
The Associated Press.
The United States rebuked
Iran for the move. State
Department spokesman Sean
McCormack said it was “another example of the Iranians trying to dictate the terms to the
international community — in
this case, the IAEA.”
The United States and some
of its allies accuse Tehran of trying
to develop nuclear weapons. Iran
denies this, saying its program is
only to produce nuclear energy.
Iranian hard-liners had urged
the government to respond to
sanctions by abrogating the
Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty
— the agreement under which the
inspections are held.
Analysts said the decision to
bar a limited number of inspectors appeared to be a measured
retaliation.
“Iran is carefully calibrating its
response, saving harsher measures
for a further tit-for-tat response
to the next U.N. Security Council
resolution,” said Mark Fitzpatrick,
an Iran expert at the International
Institute for Strategic Studies.

raise fuel economy standards for
passenger cars, probably as part of a
plan to offer financial incentives for
increasing alternative fuels. Some
Democrats worry the plan would
give transportation officials overly
broad authority to change the system and note the measure would
not have any impact on current gas
prices.
• Education: Bush will push for
Congress to renew his education
law, No Child Left Behind, which
expires this year. The law pushes
schools that receive federal poverty

aid to show yearly progress or face
sanctions, including allowing students to transfer or demand extra
tutoring.
Bush will also push for an immigration strategy that includes more
than tougher border security.
Just about everything Bush wants
to do is dependent on a Congress in
which even some Republicans are
resisting his ideas. Within a day
of his speech, the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee is likely to
vote on a resolution condemning his
move to send more troops to Iraq.

Bombs strike Shiite targets,
137 dead across Iraq
Kim Gamel
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGH DA D, Iraq — A suicide bomber crashed his car into
a central Baghdad market crowded with Shiites just seconds after
another car bomb tore through
the stalls where vendors were
hawking DVDs and used
clothing, leaving 88 dead Monday
in the bloodiest attack in two
months.
In all, 137 people were
killed or found dead across
Iraq. The toll also included the
bullet-riddled bodies of at least
30 people, apparent victims of
death squads largely run by Shiite
militias.
An al-Qaida-linked coalition of
Iraqi Sunni insurgents claimed its
fighters shot down an American
military helicopter in a Saturday
crash that killed 12 U.S. soldiers.
The U.S. military has said the
cause of the crash has not been
determined.
Monday’s explosions, which
could be heard a mile away from
the banks of the Tigris River, tore
through the Bab al-Sharqi market
shortly after noon.
Witnesses said the force of the
blasts sent jagged pieces of the
sales stalls hurtling through the
crowd. Body parts were strewn
on the pavement, and heavy
gunfire erupted. Black smoke
billowed above the center of the
capital.
Hours later, a bomb struck a
market in the predominantly
Shiite town of Khalis, 50 miles
north of Baghdad, and a mortar
shell slammed into the market. At
least 12 people were killed and 29
wounded, police said.

The attack occurred two
days after the start of the 10-day
festival leading up to Ashoura,
which marks the death of
Imam Hussein, grandson of
the Prophet Muhammad and
one of the most revered Shiite
saints.
Bush has committed an additional 21,500 troops to the effort
to secure Iraq, but congressional
Democrats, mindful of a rising
U.S. military death toll, oppose
this move.
A U.S. soldier was killed
Monday by a roadside bomb
in northern Iraq, raising to 28
the number of American troops
killed in the past three days; the
U.S. military also reported that
two Marines were killed Sunday in
Anbar province.
Al-Qaida’s deputy leader,
Ayman al-Zawahri, mocked Bush’s
plan to send more troops, challenging him to send “the entire
army” and vowing in a new
videotape that insurgents will
defeat them.
In a rare statement that singled
out the feared Mahdi Army of
radical Shiite cleric Muqtada
al-Sadr, the American military
announced that U.S. and Iraqi
forces captured 16 Shiite militia
leaders and 33 key Sunni insurgents in the past 45 days. The
military said 52 operations since
Dec. 8 targeted the Mahdi Army,
which has been blamed for much
of the sectarian violence in the
capital, while 42 focused on Sunni
extremists.
U.S. and Iraqi military officials
also detailed a recent operation
near Baqouba in which they said
100 Sunni insurgents were killed
and 50 captured.
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Life or choice?
Chris Klarer
DAILY EGYPTIAN

S

ince the moment the gavel dropped on Roe v.
Wade, the 1973 Supreme Court ruling permitting abortions, the debate over an unborn baby’s
right to life versus the right of women to choose has
consistently been a point of national contention.
Monday marked the 34th anniversary of the ruling,
and the controversy over exactly when viable life begins
in a fetus and whether abortion should be legally protected still rages on.
According to a recent nation-wide poll published by
CNN, 64 percent of adults would oppose measures to
repeal the landmark decision, while 29 percent would
support such measures.
Still, both sides continue to make their points in
hopes of swaying those numbers.
Members of Jackson County Right to Life marched
through chilly, wet downtown Carbondale Sunday
afternoon protesting the anniversary of the ruling.
“God has blessed men and women to be able to
reproduce,” Kevin Bold said. “I believe that abortion
is murder.”
Bold, 25, a graduate student studying forest hydrology, said that Jackson County Right to Life is a secular
organization, despite his personal connections with
God.
The organization’s vice president and pastor of
Cornerstone Reformed Church, Burke Shae, said,
“We’re calling people to submit to Christ and not kill
their kids.”
Jamie Huber, 24, a graduate student from Hillsboro
studying clinical psychology, said she dealt with a wide
variety of women seeking abortions for a wide range of
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“We all have a responsibility to
do what we can to conserve energy,”
Dunn said.
Gatton said the Physical Plant
currently produces between 12 and
13 percent of the university’s electricity needs. He said the university
is considering a long-term plan in
which the power plant would produce about 30 times more electricity.
The plant would produce all of
the University’s power and the excess
energy would be sold to the rest
of the consortium and other state
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Cartridge World is an international franchise that began in
Australia in 1981 and currently
boasts over 1,350 stores worldwide.
Carbondale’s store, which opened
about three weeks ago, is the 651st
store to open in the United States.
In contrast to the franchise tenants of the strip mall, Clear Wave
Communications is a locally owned
and operated local and long-dis-
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Abortion debate still heated 34 years
after landmark Roe v. Wade decision

reasons during her time as a counselor at a clinic. She
Shae said he is also fearful that allowing abortions
said there is a common misconception among oppo- could be a slippery slope that could lead to killing the
nents of abortion that it is often used as a form of birth elderly and disabled if it were allowed to get out of
control. “That myth needs to be dispelled,” she said.
hand.
Even the local Christian community is divided on
Margie Parker, 61, another member of the Church
the issue.
of the Good Shepard said she would favor strengthA member of the Church of the Good Shepard, ening social programs that would support women by
Colleen Flanagan, 58, said even as a practicing Christian, increasing the options of those who feel that they have
she believes legislation
no other choice but abortion,
regarding social issues
rather than outlawing them
should not be based on We all believe in something, either
outright.
religious teachings alone. in ourselves, God, sex, status or
“I would not want to judge
She said that would be a
for another woman what her
violation of the separation whatever; it’s just a question of
decision should be,” she said.
of church and state.
Adding to Parker’s statewhose
faith
is
going
to
be
making
Fellow Church of the
ment, Crawford said the
Good Shepard member the laws, and we think Christian
answers to abortion lie in eduVern Crawford, 62, said faith is the only true faith.
cation, family planning, availhe agreed with Flanagan,
ability of contraception, sex
— Burke Shae
adding that, in his decades
education, health care and legJackson County Right to Life vice president
following the issue, the
islation that offers economic
most stanch and outspoken opposition to abortion support for people who may not be able to provide for
seemed to come mostly from men. He said a man a new child.
should offer his opinion in a situation where it is appro“I would say that I am pro-life in that I place a trepriate and requested, but the decision should ultimately mendous value on all life, but the abortion issue is not
rest with the woman involved.
as simple as to say that any type of abortion under any
Shae said he sees the separation of church and state circumstance is wrong,” he said.
a little differently. He said that while the church as an
However, Shae said that the issue lies more in the
institution can be separated from the state, it is impos- realm of faith for him.
sible to remove belief, or faith in this case, from the
“We’re trying to confront people, call them to faith
creation of laws.
and remind them that this is not their world; this is
“We all believe in something, either in ourselves, God’s world,” he said.
God, sex, status or whatever; it’s just a question of whose
cklarer@siu.edu
faith is going to be making the laws, and we think the
536-3397 ext. 267
Christian faith is the only true faith,” he said.

institutions.
“One thing that we have the
benefit of is that the coal is cheap,”
Gatton said.
He said the Physical Plant saves
money on transporting the coal
because it comes from southern
Illinois.
Gatton said the plan would likely
involve the use of cutting-edge coal
gasification technology similar to that
used by FutureGen plants. Using
coal gasification, the plant would
steam coal rather than burn it.
“There would be almost no
byproducts,” Gatton said.
joe_crawford@dailyegyptian.com

tance phone service that also offers
dial-up and DSL Internet. Sales
Representative April Downen said
dial-up service is available wherever
the land-line phone service is available, and the company is working
to expand its DSL service.
There are three Clear Wave
stores in southern Illinois — in
Carbondale, Marion and the corporate office in Harrisburg.
brandon_augsburg@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 262
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and other media professionals.
Ruiz said he hopes his proposal
puts the staff ’s talent to use.
Sievers, formerly an associate director in Media and
Communication Resources, won’t
actually work in the department.
He earns a new title — assistant to
the chancellor for media relations.
“It’s a job I know I can do
because I’ve been in media all my
life,” said Sievers, who worked for
nearly 15 years as an anchor and
producer for local television stations before coming to SIUC in
March 1999.

Ruiz said he did not know if
Sievers would get a raise because
payroll is not a factor in his restructuring proposal. He also said no
one would be fired under the new
model.
“I believe that every staff person has value,” he said. “No one is
going to be laid off.”
While chided for its lack of
marketing, the department’s former
director Davis came under fire in
2005 when material from a speech
she wrote for former Chancellor
Walter Wendler contained portions of another author’s work.
The
SimpsonScarborough
report stated Media and
Communication Resources has

been perceived as controlling, and
it must prove it can listen to others
in the university.
There is a lack of pride on campus and Media and Communication
Resources must regain trust it lost
throughout the university, the
report also stated.
Sievers said he would be more
open to the media than the university has been in the past, though
he would not elaborate when asked
if he was referring to a particular
person.
“There’s no sense in looking
back,” he said.
brandon_weisenberger@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 254
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OUR WORD

The privilege
A

fter five years of a quiet Halloween in
Carbondale, it’s not fair to allow only one
bar on the Strip to open for Halloween.
Halloween in Carbondale was known for its
wild behavior dating back to the 1970s when riots
began to unravel. The most recent riot activity was
in 2000, which was the first time in four years the
city lifted the Halloween restrictions. During that
riot, tear gas was used to break up crowds that left
businesses damaged.
PK’s will get a several
The discussion of lifting these restriclot of business on tions began in November after five years
Halloween while of no celebration. In December, city
members requested recommenother bars will be council
dations on behalf of opening the Strip
left in the cold. If again.
Last Tuesday, city council voted 5-2
all the bars can’t
to allow PK’s to be open for Halloween
be opened, don’t while all other bars on the Strip must
open any at all remain closed. City Manager Jeff
for Halloween. Doherty said that PK’s has no history
of riots and its entry age of 21 justifies
the decision. After waiting for five years,
Carbondale is allowing ONE bar on the Strip to
open.
So who exactly is going to be allowed to
embark on the celebration in the fall? Those 21
and over. To reason that only 18-20 year olds
are responsible for the past riots is a poor way to
think. The age group between 18 and 20 are not
the only ones responsible for rioting and should
not be excluded from this new privilege.
Maybe the city is planning a gradual process to
open the entire Strip. That perhaps makes sense.
If everyone can behave with one bar open, then
maybe the city can open another one for us.

A LEX AYALA ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

We understand that after the riots in 2000,
the city would not want to open the entire Strip
again. And the city is hesitating with precautions for Carbondale citizens. But aside from
that, Carbondale should be allowed to celebrate
Halloween with more than one bar opened on the
Strip. The other bars will not be compensated for
money lost while they are closed. PK’s will get a
lot of business on Halloween while other bars will
be left in the cold. If all the bars can’t be opened,
don’t open any at all for Halloween.

Despite the city’s history of wild partying,
Halloween riots haven’t occurred in Carbondale
for quite some time. And during Halloween in
Carbondale, other bars located outside the Strip
remain open. Most people that come out to the
Strip during the weekend are SIU students who
need to unwind from the busy week. After five
years of good behavior, it’s not enough to open just
one bar that only allows people 21 and older in.
The younger crowd wants to celebrate and dress
up on Halloween too.

THEIR WORD

Hillary gets in the race to win it
MCT

The following editorial appeared in the New
York Daily News on Sunday, Jan. 21:
The race is on. New York’s junior senator, the Democratic Party’s most formidable
force, a former first lady who starred in the
highest-rated political soap opera in modern
times, Saturday entered —formally, officially
entered — the 2008 presidential contest. Hillary
Clinton is ready for America. Is America ready
for her?
Clinton’s candidacy brings fundamental
seriousness to a Democratic field otherwise
divided between faded lions and fresher faces
with comparatively little experience. She entered
with verve, declaring, “I’m in. And I’m in to
win.” She meant the White House, not the
nomination.
This, though, is simply the time to raise the

flag in an insanely long, obscenely expensive
process, just as Barack Obama, John Edwards
and other Democrats had already raised banners. Clinton will be the standard against which
they are measured. Topple Clinton and you will
be king.
Having Clinton in the race guarantees that
New York will have a horse in the field — and
perhaps two if Rudy Giuliani commits on the
Republican side. Whatever your political persuasion, you got to like it. Her presence raises
the likelihood that Democratic centrists will
take the fight to the Republicans in 22 months.
You got to like that, too. And it says something
good about America that a woman has as credible a shot at the highest office as any of the
boys.
Adored and reviled since she became part of
her husband’s “buy one, get two” team, Clinton
has spent six years representing New York. She

MISSION STATEMENT
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has done well by the state, and her re-election
victory in November showed that around here
she won folks over. She can bring this record to
the nation with pride.
In her announcement, Clinton cited standing against President Bush’s plan to privatize
Social Security and leading the fight to get the
federal government to meet its obligations to
the thousands of 9/11 recovery workers who
have fallen ill. Those positions place her where
she typically stands on domestic issues: toward
the center and closer to the mainstream than
the Republican Party.
Somewhat amazingly, Clinton’s first challenge will be to persuade the Democratic base
and that’s because of Iraq. She voted to go to
war and now, while opposing President Bush’s
troop surge, she has refused to endorse a timetable for withdrawal, a display of responsibility
that does not sit well with get-out-now Dems.

Charming Barack Obama and populist John
Edwards are vigorously courting those voters.
Clinton has flaws, of course. In the minds
of much of the public, she never recovered from
the Hillarycare debacle, though the country is
far more receptive today to the concept of universal coverage. And, for reasons fair and unfair,
the senator does have a reputation for being,
well, Clintonian for parsing, positioning and
triangulating until the cows come home, if by
cows you mean bovines, if by home you mean
where you live.
Many Democrats also fear that because
Clinton is polarizing — and, somewhat paradoxically, because she fails to excite many on the
anti-war left she will not be a winning general
election candidate. Leave it to others to dissect
the polls, but let us just say that many people
have been sent to the political poorhouse by
betting against Clintons.

WORDS OVERHEARD

“Carbondale is the home of the Bears! ”

Dan Douglas
freshman from Joliet
studying physical education
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A few random
thoughts for you

Diversity is a
valuable aspect
COUNSELING CENTER
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with experiencing the diversity that
is all around us? Learning to comAs we take time to honor the
municate effectively with people
life of Martin Luther King, Jr. and
from various backgrounds and
welcome the opening of the newly
coming to understand and respect
created GLBT Resource Center
their views, values, and traditions
on campus, now seems to be a
will promote growth, both personal
particularly good time to remind
and professional. Rather than
ourselves of the value of diversity.
allowing ourselves to be frightened
We were reminded that as the face
or feel threatened by people and
of America continues to change, it things that are different and we
is in all of our interest to promote
know little about, this is an opporand appreciate having a diverse fac- tunity to learn more and fear less.
ulty and student body at SIU.
Quite often, we learn and gain
At this university, a broad
the most by trying something new,
range of ideas and perspectives
and there is much to be gained
and different cultural, ethnic,
from those whose life experisocial, and reliences, beliefs, and
gious values can be
worldviews are
One of the many different from
shared. In America,
we are becoming
benefits of being our own. The
understanding, and
at a major univer- opportunity to
appreciating our
experience the
sity like SIU is the value of diversity
differences is an
essential requirement wonderful diversity is now.
(Poshard, 2006). In
To make the
that exists among
this respect, when
most of experithe student body. ential learning,
talking about diversity, we must go
we must seize the
beyond the more familiar aspects of available opportunities to meet new
diversity (e.g., race, gender, religion, people and become involved in
sexual orientation) to acknowlevents and activities that acknowledge and appreciate other aspects
edge, honor, and showcase some
of diversity that, though perhaps
of the many aspects of diversity
more subtle, are no less important.
among us.
One of the many benefits of
For example, in upcombeing at a major university like
ing months the Multicultural
SIU is the wonderful diversity that
Programs Office within Student
exists among the student body.
Development will be sponsoring
Being here at Southern allows each and promoting events and activiof us the opportunity to experience ties for historical commemoradiversity like most people never
tions that celebrate some of the
have the chance to do.
diverse cultures represented on our
People of different nationalities,
campus. They invite anyone’s parcultures, backgrounds, regions,
ticipation on planning committees
traditions, values, languages, symand encourage everyone to attend
bols, foods, and social practices all
and take part in these celebratory
live and learn here together. Our
events and activities.
diversity provides us with a wonThese are a few examples of the
derful and rare opportunity to learn many opportunities here at SIU
and grow!
to learn and grow when we allow
So, you might ask, what is there ourselves to get out there and expeto gain from becoming involved
rience the value of diversity.

ANDY FRUTH
afruth@siu.edu

Sometimes it’s hard for me
to stick with just one topic when
I write my columns so today you
are all blessed with the honor of
reading the random thoughts that
float around in my head that I can’t
dedicate an entire 500 word column
to. So for your reading pleasure and
enjoyment, consider the following:
• Why is our McDonalds
in the Student Center the only
McDonalds in the United States of
America that sells 99 cent cheeseburgers instead of double cheeseburgers? The extra 3-ounce beef
patty must really be burning holes
in the pockets of whoever makes all
the money from our McDonald’s.
• Here’s a solution to the
Halloween Restrictions. Close
the strip and the rest of the bars
when Halloween is on a Friday or
Saturday, keep it open every other
time. If you are that worried about
something happening, shut the
place down. Quit showing favoritism toward some bars and not the
others.
• Honestly, how safe did anyone
feel walking through the wooden
tunnel next to the library after the
wall collapsed last year? Every time
I walk through it I can’t help but
think back to my Math 113 days
and say, ok, if a brick dropped from
the 8th floor it will probably reach
a high enough speed to punch
through a tunnel made of plywood.
Don’t worry, the tunnel was built
with our safety in mind.
• The campus still looks like a
giant ashtray.
• In a span of 2 hours on
Saturday night, I saw three fights.
One was at Pinch involving a guy
that could barely walk versus another guy who apparently had invented
his own language in the form of

profanity, groans and the occasional
gibberish. The other two occurred
at Don Taco, one incident while
waiting in line and then another
broke out in the parking lot as I was
leaving. Let’s face it; we’ve got a very
diverse group of meathead’s and
class acts out on the town any day of
the week.
• Who really charges 30 cents
for plastic silverware? Apparently
the cafeteria in the Student Center
is sick of getting had by all the folk
stealers on campus.
• Last semester, someone made
a comment about my party school
column saying it would be “asinine” for the school to maintain
its party school image. If you read
my column, I was arguing that the
university can’t market the school as
being an academic institution with
a cumulative GPA of 2.72 (note:
we went down cumulatively to 2.70
for the Fall 2006 semester) What’s
more asinine, a university pretending
to be Harvard or a student calling
the institution out on its bluff?
• Thanks, Mediacom, for the
great coverage of all the football
games the past few weeks. I really
enjoyed not watching the BCS Title
game or the NFL playoffs. At least
we’ll get to watch the Super Bowl,
that is if you don’t decide to drop
CBS before the game starts.
• Tonight’s game vs. Northern
Iowa will probably be the best game
in Carbondale all year. Get out there
and show UNI and the rest of the
ESPNU audience that you don’t
come into the SIU Arena and steal
one from the dawgs.
• Da Bears are going to the
Super Bowl. My prediction is the
Bears by a touchdown and a Robbie
Gould field goal with the help of a
Hurricane that just so happened to
be named Ditka.
I’m not saying that I’m right
about everything, but sometimes you
have to admit, my sarcastic humor
isn’t very far off from the truth.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Go Bears, Da Bears
DEAR EDITOR:
I was raised in a Chicago suburb,
so being a die-hard Bears fan wasn’t as
much a choice as it was genetic. Any
fan can predict a Super Bowl for their
team, that’s pretty common. However,
a true Chicagoan knew back in August
that this was our year. That said, here is
my take on Super Bowl XLI.
I think Payton Manning will play
well, but our steady running game

• Letters and guest columns must be submitted
with author’s contact information, preferably via
e-mail. All letters are limited to 300 words and
columns to 500 words. All topics are acceptable.
All submissions are subject to editing.

will overwhelm the Colts’ defense.
Grossman will make the passes when
called on, and the defense will make
the pivotal plays when they need to.
They’ve been doing it since Urlacher
joined the squad in 2001.
As for Rex Grossman, he was the
most criticized player in the league but
the reality is he made the difference
this year. Critics point to stats and say
DA BEARS have struggled for the
latter half of the season. Let them say
what they want; here are the hard facts:
13-3 record, 7-0 start. Clinched with 4

games to go. They led the NFL in takeaway’s (44) and the defense was ranked
1st for a good portion of the season.
Not to mention we have the best special teams in the league led by my boy,
Robbie Gould, and the fantastic Devin
Hester. That is why I predict with pure
certainty that DA BEARS will walk
away with a ring in two weeks. I guarantee it 100%.

Travis Wohlrab
freshman
studying tadio/TV from Vernon Hills

• Phone number required to verify authorship (number
will not be published). STUDENTS must include year and
major. FACULTY must include rank and department.
NON-ACADEMIC STAFF include position and department.
OTHERS include hometown.

The D AILY E GYP TIAN is published
by the students of Southern Illinois
University.
Offices are in the Communications
Building, Room 1259, at Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale,
Carbondale, IL 62901. Walter Jaehnig,
fiscal officer. First copy is free;
each additional copy 50 cents. Mail
subscriptions available.

E D I TO R I A L P O L I C Y
O UR W ORD is the consensus of the
D AILY E GYPTIAN Editorial Board on
local, national and global issues
affecting the Southern Illinois
University community. Viewpoints
expressed in columns and letters to the
editor do not necessarily reflect those of
the D AILY E GYPTIAN .

• Letters and guest columns can be sent to
voices@dailyegyptian.com.
• We reserve the right to not publish any letter
or guest column.
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Pulse

Gloria Bode says for more
of your daily dose of comics
check out our web site...
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This week in history, fools!

Wayne Utterback
DAILY EGYPTIAN

1971
Charles Manson
and three of his
“family” members were convicted of murder
and sentenced to
life in prison.

1973
Roe vs. Wade case ended this week.
The Supreme Court of the United
States delivers its decision in Roe
v. Wade striking down state laws
restricting abortion during the first
six months of pregnancy. I’m not
touching this one.

1983
Jan. 23: The Television Show The
A-Team starts its first season on the
NBC. Many bullets were fired without hitting a single A-Team member
that might be attributed to the glare
coming off Mr. T’s gold chains.

1984
Jan. 23: “Hulkamania” is born
when Hulk Hogan defeats The
Iron Sheik to win the WWF
Championship. Whatcha
gonna do when the Hulkster
gets flabby on you?

Weird News
Stories far too strange for Page 1
Mike Pingree

2002
Jan. 22: Kmart Corporation
was the largest retailer to file for
bankruptcy. Does this mean we don’t
get the blue light specials anymore?

BOSTON HERALD

Bzzzzz! Oh, er, I just thought I’d drop in

A Sydney, Australia, man attempted to break into his neighbor’s apartment,
which shared a common wall with his, by cutting through the wall with a circular
saw. He soon found out that there were five people home at the time.

Tallahassee; no, Boise; no, Grand Rapids

A Chicago woman got so drunk that she had to be hospitalized after she played
a game of Trivial Pursuit in which participants had to take a shot of booze when
they answered a question incorrectly. Officials said she became heavily intoxicated
after “continually providing wrong answers.”

At the time, it seemed like a good idea

A man in Wichita, Kan., called the police to report that two armed men had
forced him at gunpoint to sign over the title of his motorcycle to them. But an
investigation revealed that the guy was hosting a crack party, and, when the crack
ran out, he signed away his bike to buy more.

Whazzap, dude, I mean officer

Police in Chicago pulled over a man for running a stop sign and found 92
pounds of marijuana in his car. They decided to search the vehicle because he was
smoking a joint when they stopped him.

Daddy, where’s Fritzie?

A man in Berlin told his 6-year-old stepdaughter he was taking her pet beagle
for a walk, then took the little doggie to a bar where he convinced the owner to buy
the animal for $53, which the man spent on beer.

Pay no attention to the man in the booth

A man was thrown out of a strip club in Columbus, Ohio, and responded by
phoning in a bomb threat. Unfortunately for him, the club has Caller ID, and the
bouncer was able to trace the call to a nearby pay phone.

Talk about incriminating

A man was caught in the parking lot of a greenhouse in Lower Nazareth
Township, Pa., with planting pots and other items he had shoplifted under his coat.
Among the things he had on him was a list with the heading “things needed to
grow pot.”

Mike Pingree is a columnist for the Boston Herald.
Read a second “Looking Glass” column at
www.pingreeslookingglass.com

‘Spiders’ invade siuDE.com

The DAILY EGYPTIAN has filmed an
epic movie trailer about the tunnel in
front of Morris Library. Check out
www.siuDE.com for more!
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*"People" = pompous jerks.

by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

Girls and Sports

By Linda Black
Today’s Birthday (01-23-07). Keep your money to yourself,
especially early in the year. Later, you can spend it on your own
education. That is your best investment. To get the advantage,
check the day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) - Today is a 7 - Postpone an outing
until later tonight or tomorrow. The nervousness you feel is your
internal warning system going off.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) - Today is a 5 - There’s a new opportunity coming soon. You’ll find out about it through the grapevine,
or on a bulletin board at your corner market. Be watching for it.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) - Today is a 6 - Be patient a little
while longer. Consult with your friends before taking action. One
of them has part of the answer you’re seeking. You have the other
part.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Today is a 7 - Stay where you are
until you get your marching orders. A situation that looks impossible isn’t, except from your perspective.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today is an 8 - Keep watching and you
should be able to tell when conditions change. It’ll be like a breath
of fresh air, dispelling the confusion.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Today is a 7 - Listen to people’s
opinions, and treat them with respect. Be paying really close attention, however, to the bottom line.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) - Today is an 8 - You’re coming up
with lots of ideas, but some of them won’t work. Try to figure out
which are which before you have very much invested.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 - Today is a 7 - Make plans with
a very imaginative person, to accomplish more using less.
Conserve, recycle and come up with a couple of new ideas.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Today is a 6 - You’ve suffered
enough humiliation. Schedule a time-out. Go get an infusion of
unconditional love.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - Today is an 8 - Be very careful
again today. New information is confusing. You’ll understand
much better tomorrow. Wait until then to make comments.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - Today is a 7 - You’re getting into
the phase where you have a definite advantage. That goes along
with your birthday. Congratulations, on both.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) - Today is an 8 - Continue to do
what you said you would, on time and with enthusiasm. You’re
finally going to start seeing the money flow in your direction.

“The Daily Egyptian is the
key to any great civilization!”
— Gusimus Maximus

(c) 2007, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

Sudoku

By Michael Mepham

VELOC
Level: 1

2

3

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

KARNC

Solution
Solution to
to Monday’s
Saturday’spuzzle
puzzle

AMIDDY
www.jumble.com

EMBLUF
Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

Ans:

“

Yesterday’s
Yesterday’s
Sudoku on your cell phone. Enter 783658.com in your mobile Web browser. Get a free game!
© 2006 Michael Mepham. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

11/6/06

”
(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles:
UNCLE
LAYOFF
BRIDLE
Jumbles: GRIMY
BLOAT
SHEAF
TUMULT
FRUGAL
experienced
when
herbig
Answer:
Whenthe
thehostess
speed team
prepared
for the
Answer: What
cake
apart
A “CRUMBY”
DAY
drag fell
race,
they—went
— FULL “THROTTLE”
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Scott Mieszala
DAILY EGYPTIAN
When playing on the road in the Missouri Valley
Conference, there’s no such thing as an easy win.
Of the ten teams in the MVC, only three have overall
road records at or above .500 — SIU, the University of
Northern Iowa and Missouri State University.
The Salukis, UNI and Creighton University are the
three teams with .500 or above records in conference
play, and four
teams in the MVC
are winless in those
games. No team in
the conference has
a sub-.500 home
mark.
SIU has played
its last two games
on the road,
including a last
minute, 58-57 win
at Creighton. The
game was the largest draw in MVC history with 17,459
in attendance.
“It was obviously one of the toughest environments
we’ve played in this year,” SIU freshman guard Bryan
Mullins said. “It’s very hard to win on the road in this conference. Everyone protects their home court real well.”
Bradley adjusts to departures
Last season, Bradley University (14-7, 5-4 MVC) relied
on senior forward Marcellus Sommerville, its high-scorer,
and the low post presence of senior center Patrick
O’Bryant.
Both players’ eligibility expired after the season and
O’Bryant, who averaged 13.4 points and 8.3 rebounds
per game last season, was drafted by the Golden State
Warriors with the ninth overall pick in the 2006 NBA
Draft.
“They haven’t replaced that size,” SIU head coach
Chris Lowery said. “But you don’t replace lotteries in our

league with another lottery. He developed and they did
a good job with him.”
As a result, the Braves are relying more on the perimeter game and have already hoisted more three-pointers, 511, than they did all of last season when Bradley
shot the ball 496 times from beyond the arc.
“They have to depend a lot on making three-point
shots and they have,” Indiana State University head
coach Royce Waltman said during the weekly MVC conference call. “I think they’ve done a great job of assessing
what they lost and what they have back and establishing
a style that suits them.”
Drake improves along with MVC
Drake University (11-9, 2-7 MVC) has improved upon
its 12-19 overall record of last season, but still sits in the
cellar of the MVC, one of two conferences in the NCAA
in which every team has a winning overall record. The
Southeastern Conference
is the other.
Drake head coach
Tom Davis said reminding his players that they
have improved since last
season is tough because
the Bulldogs’ improvement hasn’t shown in
conference games.
“It’s one of the hard
things in coaching, at all
levels,” Davis said during
the weekly MVC conference call. “It’s to the
league’s credit, it’s just gotten better from top to bottom.
While Drake has improved, many other teams in the
league have improved more, so there’s a lot of energy
being put into basketball in the Valley and it’s showing
positive results.”

PANTHER
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

scott_mieszala@dailyegyptian.com
at 536-3311 ext. 269
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“Our leagues got big guys that
can score obviously. They’re going to
draw fouls on each other,” Lowery
said. “The more aggressive you are
early the more beneficial. If you go
after people early and often, you
have a chance to get their bigs in
foul trouble.”
SIU has had solid crowd support

as of late. However, that might not
matter for this game. In the Panthers
highest attended games (11,047 at
Iowa and 10,478 at Wichita State)
they managed wins.
“They have kids that have been
in the NCAA Tournament three
years in a row,” Lowery said. “They
have experience.”
jim_nelson@ dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 256

DAILY EGYPTIAN

Sports

The Chicago Bears and Indianapolis Colts punched their tickets to the Super Bowl
Sunday. Soon after the Colts win over the Patriots, Indianapolis was picked as a 7-point
favorite by oddsmakers. Is the spread accurate?

JIM NELSON
jim_nelson@
dailyegyptian.com

“I don’t know what to think anymore.
Dallas should have beaten Seattle. Seattle
should have beaten Chicago. San Diego
should have beaten New England. Baltimore
should have beaten Indianapolis. I see no evidence at this point that suggests I know any
more about who should win than the oddsmakers. In short: I give up.“

“It doesn’t matter. I’m more caught up in
everything else related to the NFL Playoffs,
SCOTT MIESZALA
like Manning and Grossman coming through
when it mattered, the Pats not playing like the
Pats, the Chicago Sun-Times headline that said scott_mieszala@
‘Star Jones makes Bears history’ …and what
dailyegyptian.com
about the Bears in the Super Bowl?”

D.W. NORRIS
dwnorris77@
hotmail.com

WAKED
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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Kuper said despite the results,
Waked is more important as
a leader. He said it helps to
live with someone like Waked
because it keeps him focused.
“He sets a positive example
for me and he takes good care of
himself,” Kuper said. “Vini trains
hard and goes full speed in meets
and in practice.”
Waked has come a long way
since his days in Brazil. Despite
being ranked in the top-five in
Brazil for the 200-meter free-

HOLLEY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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And while Neil Holley prepares to leave his private practice
and return to a job with the State’s
Attorney’s office, where he says he
can have a less hectic schedule, he
thinks back.
“I remember the first time after
the surgery, the neurosurgeon told
us that we were going to have a
rough couple of years,” Holley
said. “I didn’t realize exactly what
all was involved in that but I sure
as hell do now.”
Kill said Robert’s story is not
uncommon. Families throughout

“The spread isn’t about a realistic representation of the final score. It’s about getting
action on both teams. I see this spread falling.
There will be a lot of money on the Bears plus
the seven points. The more realistic number is
the 49.5-point over/under. This game could be
a shootout.”

style, Waked has done well with
the longer distances. As he continues to improve his coaches
begin to gain more confidence
in him.
Assistant swim coach Gustavo
Leal said the Salukis are still
looking for more improvement
but they like what he’s done
so far.
“He’s on track to peak at the
Sun Belt championships,” Leal
said. “With one more meet
against Western Kentucky, he
should improve even more.”
matt_hartwig@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 238

southern Illinois must tackle some
of the tough times he and his parents, Neil and Laurie, have faced
throughout his battle.
“He’s one of many children
and adults and people that are
fighting that disease and that’s not
an easy fight,” Kill said. “Families
suffer from it and it costs a lot of
money and that’s exactly why the
cancer fund came into effect.”
The fund, started in September
2006, will aid southern Illinois
families of child cancer patients
with expenses not covered by
medical insurance.
dwnorris77@hotmail.com
536-3311 ext. 282

SALUKI ‘Quote of the Week’
STATS OF Chris
THE Lowery

0.333 5:36.06.08 16’8.43” 17363 3/7

Saluki Insider
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SIU

“I don’t care,
we’re worried about
what we’re
doing. We’re
not worried
about what
Northern
Iowa is going
to do to
us. We gotta make sure we’re
focused on what we do and just
try to go from there.”

Craig Coffin

— SIU men’s basketball head
coach Chris Lowery on what he
thinks Northern Iowa’s game plan
Tuesday night might be.

Do you have questions for
the Saluki Banter that you
want answered?
E-mail de_editor@dailyegyptian.com

MEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Jan. 23

Northern Iowa

8:05 p.m.

Jan. 27

Illinois State

2:05 p.m.

Jan. 31

Indiana State

7:05 p.m.

Feb. 3

Wichita State

1:05 p.m.

Feb. 7

Bradley

7:35 p.m.

Feb. 10

Creighton

5:05 p.m.

Feb. 13

Missouri State

7:05 p.m.

Feb. 17

ESPN Bracket Busters

TBA

Feb. 21

Indiana State

7:05 p.m.

Feb. 24

Evansville

TBA

Mar. 1
Mar. 2

State Farm/MVC Tournament TBA
State Farm/MVC Tournament TBA

Mar. 3

State Farm/MVC Tournament

TBA

Mar. 4

State Farm/MVC Tournament

TBA

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Jan. 27

Evansville

2:00 p.m.

Feb. 2

Indiana State

7:00 p.m.

Feb. 4

Illinois State

1:05 p.m.

Feb. 9

Bradley

7:05 p.m.

Feb. 11

UNI

2:05 p.m.

Feb. 16

Drake

7:05 p.m.

Feb. 18

Creighton

3:05 p.m.

Feb. 25

Evansville

2:05 p..m.

Missouri State

7:05 p.m.

Wichita State

2:05 p.m.

Mar. 1
Mar. 3
Mar. 8

State Farm/MVC Tournament TBA

Mar. 9

State Farm/MVC Tournament TBA

Mar. 10 State Farm/MVC Tournament

TBA

Mar. 11 State Farm/MVC Tournament

TBA

SPORT BRIEFS

Bill Parcells retires after 19 seasons
I R V I NG , Texas (AP) — Bill Parcells could have returned to the
Dallas Cowboys for one more shot at becoming the first coach to
lead three teams into the Super Bowl.
He could have come back to try ending the longest playoff
drought in the franchise’s proud history. Or he could have come
back to finish what he started in developing quarterback Tony
Romo and a 3-4 defense.
Instead, 15 days after a gut-wrenching playoff loss in Seattle,
Parcells decided Monday to call it a career, ending a four-year run
in Dallas. Over 19 seasons in the NFL, Parcells led teams to three

Super Bowls, winning two championships.
“I am retiring from coaching football,” Parcells said in a statement. “I want to thank Jerry Jones and Stephen Jones for their
tremendous support over the last four years. Also, the players, my
coaching staff and others in the support group who have done
so much to help. Dallas is a great city and the Cowboys are an
integral part of it. I am hopeful that they are able to go forward
from here.”
Known for a gruff demeanor and colorful quotes, Parcells
leaves with the ninth-most wins in NFL history and a career record
of 183-138-1. He was 34-32 in Dallas, counting two playoff losses.
He had one year left at more than $5 million on a contract extension signed last January.
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SIU basketball:
Check out the MVC Notebook,
page 14

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

P A G E 16
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SWIMMING AND DIVING

SIU’s Vinicius
Waked, a
sophomore from
Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, celebrates
after placing first
in the 200 meter
freestyle during
Saturday afternoon’s
meet against
Missouri State in the
Dr. Edward J. Shea
Natatorium.
J AKE L OCKARD
D AILY E GYPTIAN

A hemisphere away
Saluki swimmer
excels miles away
from home
Matt Hartwig
DAILY EGYPTIAN

With the Sun Belt Conference
championships less than a month away,
the SIU swimming and diving team
have found someone new to lean on.
Sophomore Vinicius Waked of
Brazil had a breakout performance,
but the Salukis lost their Saturday

home meet to defending conference
champion Missouri State University in
,close battle (128-115).
With a time of 4:34.35 in the 500meter freestyle, Waked improved on
his time from the Evansville University
meet Jan. 13.
Waked said the performance was
important because swimmers do not
usually drop times at this point in the
season.
“We’re taking it a little bit easier to
rest up for the championships but time
wise, I was pleased,” Waked said. “My
goal for the next meet is to have a time
that will qualify me for the NCAA

Learning to fall:
D.W. Norris
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Robert Holley must learn to
fall.
The seven-year-old cancer survivor from Carbondale has to practice his form for the day when he
walks without physical assistance.
It is protection against injury as his
legs, weak after months confined to
a wheelchair, struggle to catch up
to his will to walk and play.
Jerry Kill, SIU’s head football
coach, realized first-hand the fear
and challenges faced by cancer survivors. By speaking with the families of survivors, Kill also learned
the challenges did not end in the
recovery room. Expenses such as
food, lodging and daycare were
daily concerns for families of cancer
sufferers. He formed the Coach
Kill Cancer Fund as a response.
Robert has been a part of the
fund since its first day. His struggle
hit home with Kill and SIU’s coach
adopted him as part of the Saluki
football team.
Throughout the 2006, whether
in wins or losses, Robert’s story of
toughness and determination acted
as inspiration for the team.

Nationals.”
Waked will likely have to drop
another second off his time to meet
the NCAA provisional qualifying time,
roughly 4:33.00.
The sophomore brings much more
to the table than his fast times in the
pool.
Waked, a native of Rio de Janiero,
Brazil, came to SIU without much
fanfare but has become a team leader
as well as a role model to his roommate, freshman breaststroke competitor Jameson Kuper.
See WAKED, Page 15

Young cancer survivor’s
determination an inspiration

When it came time to recognize inserted into his stomach.
his contribution to the team with
He still cannot play baseball or
a hand-delivered Arkee Whitlock football but he is determined to get
jersey at its annual awards banquet, there. Once the struggle was getit was the team that got a reward.
ting from his bed to his chair. Now
“Definitely he was our motiva- it is getting back on his feet.
tion all year and I was blessed to
“Every day he pushes himself
present my jersey to a kid like that,” to try to do something a little more
Whitlock said. “I’m very blessed to than he did before,” Holley said.
have a kid like that
But Robert
wanting to wear my
stayed tough.
jersey and that was
And he lifted his
very emotional for Every day he pushes
parents up when
me, also.”
they needed it.
himself to try to do
Robert, with a
“His posilittle help from his something a little more tivity spills over
father Neil, pulled than he did before.
into us,” Holley
himself out of his
said. “We get
— Neil Holley
chair and walked
down about it,
Robert’s father
to a stage where
I’m sure, more
Whitlock and Kill waited. As than he does.”
Whitlock handed off the maroon
And Robert is on track with
home jersey, more than 500 attend- his recovery. The odds of ending
ees erupted into a standing ova- chemotherapy in late May or early
tion.
June look encouraging.
It was a great scene, fit for the
“Every follow-up test he’s done
final act of a movie, but Robert’s has come back perfect,” Holley
script is not yet fully written.
said. “They’ve done a multitude of
He still faces rounds of chemo- MRIs and spinal taps looking for
therapy, MRIs and spinal taps to molecular abnormalities and they
make sure the cancer that nearly found nothing.”
cost him his life does not return.
Robert still uses a feeding tube See HOLLEY, Page 15

“
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Vinicius Waked dives in to race the 100 yard freestyle against
Evansille Jan. 13 at Dr. Edward J. Shea Natatorium

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Salukis look to avenge
loss to Northern Iowa
Jim Nelson
DAILY EGYPTIAN

SIU head coach Chris Lowery put
to rest any ideas that his team is still
on an emotional high after Saturday’s
win at Creighton.
“We haven’t been on any emotion
or anything because this season is too
long,” Lowery said. “We try to keep
them focused.”
Northern Iowa is in first place in
the Missouri Valley Conference, one
half game ahead of SIU (15-5, 6-3).
The Panthers come to Carbondale
today for an 8:05 p.m. tip off at SIU
arena.
In their last matchup, Jan. 6 in
Cedar Falls, Iowa, SIU suffered a
66-61 loss.
The Panthers (15-4, 6-2) shot 52
percent from the field, compared to
SIU’s 42. The shot percentage for the
Panthers was the best SIU’s defense
had given to date.
Both teams have three players
averaging double figures in scoring
for the season. For SIU, it is Randal

Falker with 12.7 points per game,
Jamaal Tatum with 14.2 and Matt
Shaw with 12.1. Northern Iowa
center Eric Coleman averages 13.5,
followed by forward Grant Stout and
guard Brooks McKowen with 12.6
and 10.4, respectively.
“He’s a good point guard,”
SIU guard Bryan Mullins said of
McKowen. “He’s been in a lot of big
games and we’re just going to pressure him and try to make it as hard as
possible for him to get in the post and
make shots.”
McKowen averages 6.3 assists per
game, and gets the ball into the post
for Coleman and Stout on a regular
basis. He also spreads the ball around.
Four Panthers scored in double figures
in the last game against SIU.
SIU has struggled recently
guarding big post players, with
Evansville’s Matt Webster and
Bradley Strickland. In that game,
Tony Boyle, Jamaal Foster and Matt
Shaw each fouled out.
See PANTHER, Page 14

